
Neat devices

Neat devices address all types of meeting spaces 
throughout today's ever-evolving modern workplaces, 
people's homes and other premises. That includes open 
plan areas, physical meeting rooms, social zones, makeshift 
home offices, you name it. They are purpose-designed for 
Microsoft Teams and Zoom, enabling higher efficiency, 
well-being and social interaction to maximize the creativity, 
productivity and culture of your distributed teams.
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Neat Bar is a simple, compact, 
elegant meeting room device that 
easily mimics real-life interactions 
and delivers superior-quality audio 
and video. It works brilliantly for 
meeting, huddle or focus spaces 
for up to ten people with one or 
two monitors and pairs with Neat 
Pad, our dynamic touchscreen 
device for starting and controlling 
your Microsoft Teams or Zoom 
meetings. 

Neat Bar Neat Bar Pro
Neat Bar Pro drives up to three 
large monitors to give you the 
ultimate immersive meeting 
experience by allowing you to 
simultaneously see people and 
content more easily. It incorporates 
two extreme resolution cameras 
and an advanced image depth 
sensor that combined deliver 16x 
zoom. Neat Bar Pro simplifies AV 
setups medium to large meeting 
rooms and pairs with Neat Pad.

Neat Board is the complete 
meeting room package in a simple, 
elegant, all-in-one device. 
Comprising a 65” multi-touch 
screen, a powerful audio system 
and a versatile wide-angle camera, 
Neat Board gives you a 
collaboration experience beyond 
video meetings and wireless 
content sharing by enabling 
annotations and whiteboarding. 
Neat Board works great for ad-hoc 
social interactions throughout open 
social spaces.

Neat Board
Neat Board 50 is a sleek yet 
powerful device designed for 
greater flexibility throughout your 
office spaces, adapting to how you 
need to meet or express your 
ideas. Its 50-inch touchscreen 
empowers you to move, interact, 
create and collaborate efficiently, 
all within easy reach. Paired with an 
adaptive stand or wall mount, Neat 
Board 50 allows anyone to adjust 
the screen up or down for optimal 
use and viewing. 
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Neat Frame is a unique portrait-
oriented touch-screen device ideal 
for your home office, company's 
huddle spaces, or hotdesking 
areas, providing a beautiful, 
convenient way to meet. Its superb 
eye-level camera gives you a more 
focused, naturally engaging, 
inclusive meeting experience. At 
the same time, the device frees up 
your laptop for other tasks, 
ensuring you stay completely 
attentive and engaged.

Neat Frame
Neat Pad is a slimline, discreet 
touchscreen device for starting and 
controlling your Microsoft Teams or 
Zoom meetings or checking room 
availability to book and reserve 
workspaces. Neat Pad is included 
with Neat Bar and Neat Bar Pro but 
can also be purchased separately, 
which is ideal if you need to place 
several Neat Pads outside rooms 
with multiple entrances.

Neat Pad
Neat Center is a companion device 
that extends the power of other 
Neat devices and Neat Symmetry to 
ensure remote meeting attendees 
enjoy a consistently closer, clearer, 
face-on audio-visual perspective of 
everyone in the room. With a 360° 
3x lens camera and a 16x 
omnidirectional mic array, Neat 
Center enables remote attendees 
to enjoy greater equity and 
inclusion throughout all your hybrid 
meetings. 
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